
 

A :  Fill in the blanks with the right words from the box below.  (one word is extra)         3  pts    

 

attacks – rarely – compares - prevented  -  languid  -  impossible – clear  

 

1. We were …………………… from entering the site by our new manager.  

2. The meaning of his words was ……………….. so all the audiences comprehended  his presentation in the meeting.  

3. There have been several ……………… on foreigners recently.  

4. It’s …………………  to carry on a conversation with all this noise in the background.   

5. This method is …………….. used in modern laboratories.  

6. The report …………………..the different types of home computer available.  

 
B : Fill in the blanks with your own knowledge.       1.5   pts 

 
7. language is a ………………………… of communication.   

8. Eating junk food makes people ……………………………………………..……….  

9. An effective way to enjoy a better lifestyle is…………………………..………… 

   

C : Unscramble the following sentences.     3  pts 

 

10. understood/ type/ to buy/ what/ I/ sugar/ I/ of/ needed.    

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

11. region/region/greatly/from/ languages/to/vary.       

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
D : Choose the best answer a , b , c , or  d. (Vocabulary).       3    pts  

  
  
12. A good teacher must be able to …………….. effectively to students.  

   a. escape                b. contain                  c. increase               d. communicate    

  
13. I don’t really know who he hangs out ………….. but I think he has good friends.  

   a. in                        b. on                           c. while                    d. with 

 

14. He tried to explain the new expressions by means ………….. sign language.  

   a. on                       b. off                           c. of                          d. in  

 

15. The police officer want to …………….. you about the murder that happened last night.   

   a. develop             b. prevent                   c. interview            d. enjoy  
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16. The show had a massive audience, ……………. from teenagers to adults.    

   a. referring             b. relating                     c. preferring              d. ranging      

 

17. …………….. exercise can ….……… you against some diseases and heart attack.   

   a. Mental – protect                                       b. Mental – consider   

   c. Physical – prefer                                      d. Physical – protect        

                    
  
E : Choose the best answer   ( Grammar ).       2.5 pts 

 
 
18. My grandparents didn’t get ……….. sleep last night because they had a headache.  

   a. a few                 b. much                      c. less                           d. a lot    

  

19. We can’t hear your points at the end of the class. Please speak …………….. louder.  

   a. a lots of            b. a little                     c. little                         d. any   

 

20. He speaks …………… English, so we could find a nice hotel in Britain.  

   a. less                   b. few                           c. little                         d. a little  

 

21. …………….. dinner when they get home.  

   a. My parents have usually                   b. My parents usually have   

   c. Usually my parents have                  d. My parents usually has  

 

22. Passengers had ………… time to prepare before they had to go.  

   a. many                  b. few                        c. little                            d. a lots of   

  

 
F : Match the appropriate definition of each word . (one extra definition)      2 pts  
 
 

 
23. foreign     ……….        a. new machines, equipment, and ways of doing things that are based on modern knowledge about science  

24. technology    ………    b. to form a picture or idea in your mind about what something could be like  

25. imagine     ……..         c. from or relating to a country that is not to your own   

26. gain  …….                       d. to obtain or achieve something you want or need  
 
                                                  e. the way in which two or more people feel and behave towards each other 

 
G : Answer the following questions.                 2  pts  

  

 
 27. How much milk does your little sister drink every day?        …………………………………………………………….…………………………………………                                                                                                                   

                                                                    

28. How many candles did you need for your birthday?       ……………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 

 

 

H : Identify each part of the following sentences.( S/V/O/AD)       1.5  pts  

 

29. George and his little brother have learned many foreign languages since 1988.   

 

30. Last summer, my father with my little brother made a very good armchair.  

 



I : Cloze Test         2.5 pts 

             Video conferencing is a technology that …….(31)…... people in different places to see and talk to ….....(32)……. . 

During a video conference, you can look at television and …...(33)….... with other people sitting in a room far away. Video 

conferencing technology uses telephone lines to …....(34)….... pictures and some sounds from one ……..(35)…….. to 

another. 

     31- a. forwards                b. allows                         c. observes                       d.  decides 

     32- a. each other             b. another                      c.  the other                     d.  other 

     33- a. contain                   b. complete                    c.  communicate             d. support 

     34- a. deliver                    b. compare                     c. require                         d. decrease 

     35- a. creation                  b. definition                   c.  addition                      d. location 

 
J : Reading Comprehension       3  pts  
 

       What is causing the sea level to rise above what is normal? The answer will be global warming. When fuels like oil and coal are 

being burned, pollutants are released, these pollutants trap heat in the earth’s atmosphere. Warmer temperatures cause water to take 

more space and also create more water by changing the ice in the seas into water. If this continues, many countries will face problems. 

Bangladesh, for example, might lose one – fifth of its land. Some islands in the Pacific Ocean would stop to exist. The people of these 

islands are worried about their future. 

       The sea which they depend on for their lives is becoming a danger, and they don’t have the money or technology to solve the 

problem. They have no control over the pollutants, which are being released mainly by activities in large industrialized countries. All 

they can do it to hope that these countries will take actions to reduce pollution. 

 

36. According to the passage, ----------- is not a cause of increase in the sea level. 

  A) warmer temperature                       B) fossil fuel 

  C) global warming       D) small space 

 

37. In line 2, “ released ” means ----------- . 

  A) set free  B) made up     C) taken place                    D) put aside 

 

38. According to the passage, some islands in the Pacific Ocean might lose ----------- of their land . 

  A) 100%  B) 50%      C) 1.5%     D) 20% 

 

39. It is understood that the rising sea level can be ------------ . 

  A) reduced  B) solved     C) released     D) taken 
                                                                                                                                                                                                         Good luck. 
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